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HEMINGWAY'S A':rl'ITUDE TOWARD WOMEN
IN SELF.CTED WORKS
INTRODUCTION
No other author of our times has had such a general
and lasting inf'luenoe on the generation which grew up
between the world wars as Ernest Hemingway.

His inf luenoe

1s not confined to literature and art, nor to the intellectual elite, nor even to one country.

He is one of the

most popular authors among all classes of the reading
public, young and old, both in the West and in the
Communist Countries. 1
Leo Lania, in quoting Philip Young, writes that
low literature, especially modern American detective
novels, thrillers and gangster films, is 'full of
Hemingway.•

The drunks, neurotics, nymphomaniacs, drug

addicts and homosexuals they present are modeled on characters from Hemingway's short stories and novels. 2
Nevertheless, Hemingway's widespread popularity is
not explained by the quality of his work or his literary
talent alone.

This is all the more remarkable when we

1Leo Lania, Hemingway A Pictorial BiographY: ( New
York, 1961), p. 5.

2.l.1:?19a • , p • 6 •

-iirecall that he has never belonged to any of the recognized
modern literary schools. 1
Bardacke writes that Hemingway is lmown to millions
of readers as an author primarily concerned with violence
and sex.

His realistic treatment of this part of life has

created a series of spectacular works built around strong
and arresting protagonists.

Many critics have discussed

the heroic proportions of his heroes, but little has been
said of his heroines beyond an acknowledgment of an antagonism toward women that is especially noticeable in his
works.

But heroines should not be ignored, for often an

author's whole attitude toward a subJect is revealed as
much through his conception of the partner as through his
delineation of the hero. 2 Although women are in Hemingway's
novels, research shows little as far as the treatment of
females in his novels.
Fiedler said that there are no women in Hemingway's
books because in no case can he quite succeed in making
his females human.

He further concludes that Hemingway 1s

only really comfortable in dealing with "men without
women" , and it seems that he is best of all with men who

1.Il;?J.,g.., p. 6.

2.rheodore Barda.eke, "Hemingway's Women," Ernest
HemingwaY--~ l1lY:l !Y1Q. H1!! ~ , ed. John K. McCaffery
(New York: The World Publishing Company, 1950),
pp. 340-342.

-ii1s tand alone. 1
Hemingway's whole attitude toward women is curious.
It 1s either warlike or sentimental~

He started out re-

jecting h1s mother, it seems, in defense of h1s father,
and since then the partners Hemingway has drawn for his
novels are either vicious, destructive women or daydreams
which are his representatives of the ideai. 2 The writer
believes that it is possible to traoe many of Hemingway's
attitudes toward women with their deficiencies or attributes through his works.
I.

Statement J21-

THE PROBLEl1

~

Problem~--The problem 1s to show,

in selected novels, that Hemingway's negative attitude
toward women is reflected in the creation of female characters who are selfish, corrupt, unchaste, destructive,
fickle, irreligious, amoral, possessive, jealous, incontinent, and/or submissive.

Scope gng.

De11m1tat1on.--For the purpose of this

study, the writer will use three novels by Ernest Hemingway.
There will be no attempt to treat any other of Hemi;igway's
characters or theories other than those dealing with a
negative attitude toward women, nor will any work other

1teslie A. Fiedler, ~ ~ De t~ in .th&, eerican
(New York: Criterion Books, 19 O, pp. 30~305.
2Ph111p Youngl Ernest Hemingway (London: B. Bell
and Sons, Ltd., 1952J, p. 81.
Novel

6

-ivthan the following be considered:
~~Al.§.2

Rises

A. Farewell .:t.2
~ ~

Significance S21..

.tll&

~

~

~

Tolls

Study.--It is hoped that this

study will be significant 1n that current literature bas
not provided adequate information revealing the nature
and/or treatment of Hemingway's femaJ.e characters.

It is

further hoped that this study will be helpful not only for
the writer, but also for others who are interested in
Hemingway's works.

II.

DEFINITION OF TERM

Attitude.--For this study attitude will mean any
settled type of behavior or conduct indicating an opinion
or purpose regarding women.

III.

HYPOTHESIS

In the treatment of female characters, Hemingway has
a predominately negative attitude which can be especially
noted in the three selected novels in which some of his
best known female characters appear.

CHAPTER I
AUTOBIOGRAPHICAL FACTORS ATTRIBUTING TO
HEMINGWAY'S ATTITUDE TOWARD WOMEN
Hemingway has never been easy to understand.

In

his boyhood, he was a runaway; in hts early manhood, he
was a shattered personality who put some of the pieces
together and became famous; and in his later life, his
behavior gained for him a reputation for eccentricity.
Although Hemingway 1s a rather complex individual, much
of his behavior can be illuminated by a short account of
his life.
Hemingway's life story started in an intensely
middleclass suburb of Chicago called Oak Park, Illinois,
where Ernest Miller Hemingway was born on July 21, 1899. 1
Lania describes Oak Park as a community of prosperous
citizens who look down with a certain amount of arrogance
on the nearby 'proletarian', immoral and corrupt town of
Chicago. 2
Hemingway's family were prominent members of Oak
Park Society.

His father was a busy doctor, a dedicated

1Phill1p Young, Ernest Hemingway (London: G. Bell
and Sons Ltd., 1952), p. 107.
2teo Lania, Hem1ngwaf, A Pictorial Biography (New
York: The Viking Press, 19 l), p. 16.

2

hunter and fisherman, prouder of the pheasant and deer he
shot with skill than of the patients he snatched from
death~

His mother, Grace Hall Hemingway, .was from a family

who belonged to "high societya.

Leo Lan1a states that Mrs.

Hemingway was interested in religion and music which were
entirely different from Dr. Hemingway's 1nterests. 1 Maurois
addS that the relationship between Ernest's parents was compatible only on the surface, that his mother kept an overstrict watch on his father's spiritual life. 2 She made a
desperate effort to exert a strong spiritual influence on
her husband whose religious inclinations were not as
pronounced.
It is understandable that such a family life was
not without its tensions for Hemingway, and in later years
he remarked that the best schooling for a writer was an
unhappy childhood.

However, one cannot conclude that

Ernest's childhood was unhappy even though the latent.
battle between the father who wanted to make a "proper
man" of Ernest, and his mother, who wished to pass on her
enthusiasm for the arts to her son, must have left its mark
upon the boy's development.

For he had the physical attri-

butes to fulfill the hopes of his father, but he was also
sensitive.

However, Lan1a said that the influence of

1~ . , p. 18.

2Andre Maurois, "Ernest Hemingway," Hemingway and
ill.§. Critics, ed. Carlos Baker (New York:
Hill and Wang,
19bl), pp. 38-39.

3
Ernest's father was greater than that of his mother because he tended to show a very keen interest in outdoor
life the same as his father did; but he never ·showed much
enthusiasm for the arts. 1 While in high school, Ernest
was in the Athletic Association, played junior varsity
football, was track manager, was a member of the swimming
team, and captain of water basketball. 2
Charles Fenton relates of Hemingway's family life
atmosphere, "The Spartan demands of his physician father
invariably conflicted with the rich artistic aura which
his mother attempted to oast over her family; there was
inevitable confusion and bitterness for a boy as responsive and sensitive as their oldest son. 11 3 His mother
wanted him to become a musician, and his father wanted
just as much for him to study medicine.

Hemingway appar-

ently rejected both careers because he actually did
neither. 4
Life for Ernest, though he was the second child in
the family of six children, was from his birth one of

1Lan1a, .QI?.. ,Q.U.., pp. 17-20.
2charles Fenton, ~ Apprentice .2!. ~ Hemingway
(New York: Farrar, Straus and Young, 19.54), p. 11.

3l,QJ.g.., p. 13.
4william White, "Father and Son: Comments on
Hemingway's Psychology," ~ Dalhousie Review, Vol.
XXXI (Winter, 1952), p. 283.

4

competition which distressed him.

Ernest's sister

Marcelline, who was exceptionally pretty and one year
older than he, received much of the attention that he
needed when he was a baby.

Hemingway's mother admitted

years later, 'Maree was such a darling that Ernie was almost two before he managed to claim his full share of
attention~

By then he was a strongly independent child.• 1

In order to understand how Hemingway's negative
attitudes toward women developed, it is important to look
a bit further into the mother's personality~

-

Leicester

Hemingway, Ernest•s brother, said that beyond singing lullabies and breast feeding, their mother lacked domestic
talents.

She abhorred diapers, deficient manners, stomach

upsets, house cleaning and cooking.

When Er.nest was very

small, his mother would make him exhibit his ability before
visitors~

She also decided that he could do the same

school work as his oldest sister and started him to school
at five. 2

These were acts that conceivably could have af-

fected Ernest emotionally, for from early childhood he was
in competition with a female, his sister, and this competition was one in which he showed up unfavorably.
While Ernest's mother was interested in the arts,
his father was primarily interested in grubbing about in
1Le1oester Hemingway, "My Brother Ernest Hemingway,n
Playboy VIII (December, 1961), p. 54.

2.ll?.1.9..

J

p•

.54 •
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the woods around Horton Bay.

This was not Mrs. Hemingway• s

idea of the proper sort of upbringing for the scion of a
prominent Oak Park family.

Although she did little to in-

terfere with her husband's coaching of his son 1n outdoor
lore, her disapproval was always evident.

Machlin said

that it is doubtful that Ernest ever completely forgave
her for this attitude; "a feeling of resentment tmrard her
seems to shadow all of his subsequent writings on women." 1
Mrs. Hemingway did not consider her children I s
feelings.

An example which supports this is the instance

when she needed a cello to provide depth for the violin,
piano and voice that she and Marcelline contributed.
Ernest was elected by his mother to study the cello without
regard to his likes or dislikes. 2 Ernest's mother bought a
cello, and for several years, she personally supervised his
daily practicing.3 At one point, she took him out of school
so that he might concentrate on music. 4 Reporting on this
incident, Leicester Hemingway said that malingering was not
allowed.5 Another instance was revealed in the fact that

York:

¾111t Machlin, The Private Hill s4. Hemingway
Paperback Library, Inc., 1903)~ p. 11.
2PlavboY (December, 1961), p. 54.

3Lania,

,QJ2. .Q.1:t.. ,

4 Young,

.QJ2 •

.5plazboz

p. 18 •

ill-, p • 107.
(December, 1961), p. 54.

(New
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Ernest was forced to act as social escort for his sister
Marcelline, an arrangement distasteful to each of them as
an infringement on the right of free choice. 1
When the six children were growing up, 1 t was hard
for his mother to handle all of them; so she delegated the
older children to look after the younger ones, and she
tried to keep to a minimum the number of infractions of
etiquette.

When there was a serious emotional crisis, Mrs.

Hemingway would always rush to her room, draw the shades
and declare she had a sick headache. 2 All of the . traits
in the mother's personality, one would reasonably conclude,
had negative effects in shaping Ernest's attitude toward
women.

Maurois states that Mrs. Hemingway was the more

dominant personality and that her husband showed an inability to cope with his wife's domineering attitude.3
But in spite of his mother•s seemingly dominant role
in the family, Ernest was not without a certain kind of
influence exerted upon him by his father.

When Ernest was

nearly three, his father presented him with his first fishing rod.

This gift was the first 1n a series of pressures

exerted on Ernest by his father, who wanted to communicate
to him his abiding love of the outdoors.
1 Ib1d.
2

ll21.,q., p. 60.

3Maurois,

.Ql2.

ill., p. 39.

The elder

7

Hemingway, an expert on guns of all sorts, taught Ernest
the intricacies of firearms almost from the cradle. 1
Hemingway talked very little about his childhood,
but Young mentioned that a good many of the main outlines
and really significant events in Hemingway's life have been
recorded in the guise of fiction. 2

One detects 1n Heming-

way's hero 1n his short stories, attitudes and adventures
which seem to reflect the relationship that existed between

In support of this idea, William White

him and his father.

says that many of Hemingway's early short stories, mainly
those of his first important book

In

Our Times, have as

their central character Nick Adams, who he feels is
Hemingway because the two individuals have similar emotions,
attitudes, and experiences.

For example, in "The Doctor and

the Doctor's Wife," the boy Niok goes out squirrel hunting
with his father instead of obeying his mother.

Nick goes

hunting and fishing with his father in the Michigan Woods
and learns how to kill for sport.

In Indian Qrn, Nick is

present when, after his father performs a Caesarian, the
squaws husband cuts his throat because he cannot stand the
pain he believes his wife is suffering.

These anecdotes,

according to White, undoubtedly come directly from Hemingway's own boyhood; even if the facts are not genuine, the

~ach1in,
2 Young,

.Q12.

.Q12 •

,ill., pp. 10-11.

.w.1., p. 117.
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feeling certainly is. 1

White further states, "Again and

again in more than a dozen short stories--in those featuring Nick Adams and in others-one cannot miss the both
delicate and strong feeling of a son for a father who bad
taught him to fish and shoot. 2 The years, when Ernest
went around on calls with his father as well as on fishing
and hunting trips, were the formative years of his life.
They were also years of apprenticeship for a boy who wants
to be strong, yet has his weaknesses--specifically an
equivocal attitude toward his father, who never asserted a
dominant role in the fam1ly.3
It is felt that Hemingway's feelings about his
father were confirmed when his father committed suicide in
1928, as this act was to Ernest a definite indication of

weakness on his father's part.

In For libo.m

~ ~

Tolls,

published in 1940, several years after Ernest's father committed suicide, the hero in this novel, Jordan, presumably
Ernest, touches on the subject of his father's suicide as
he says, according to Lania's observations, "I'll never forget how sick it made me the first time I knew he was a • • •
coward.n

Jordan continues, nif he wasn't a coward, he would

1wh1. te,

.Q.U •

.Q.U., p. 280.

2Ib1d., p. 282.

3Maurois,

.Q.12. ~ . ,

p. 39.
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have stood up to that woman and had not let her bully
him.

I wonder wba t I would have been like if he had

married a different woman.• 1

Jordan who seems to be the

mouthpiece of Ernest, is in this story strong in his reaction to his father's weakness.

The writer then on the

bases of biographical data and the evidence in Hemingway's
short stories concluded that Hemingway's negative attitude
toward women is revealed also 1n his novels and that this
attitude stems from his personal life.

In addition to the influence of his mother is the
influence exerted by the women whom he married.

To begin

with, it is interesting to note that all four of his wives
were basically similar:

career girls, highly intellectual

and more than usually talented and successful 1n their
profession.
Hemingway's first wife was Hadley Richardson, a
Saint Louis girl, whom he married in September, 1921.

She
was a tall, well formed girl who looked somewhat British. 2
One of the things that had brought them together was a
mutual disgust for the whole Midwestern scene, especially

Chicago and Saint Louis.

Both wanted so much to go to

Europe as soon as possible.3

Later in the fall of 1921,

lLania, .Q.R. ~ . , pp. 18-19.
2Playbo,Y (December, 1964), p. 74.
~achlin, ~ • .sa,t., p. 55.
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Hemingway and his wife moved from Chicago to Toronto to
straighten out plans for Europe in mid-December.

Since

Hadley had studied piano for many years, she was in great
demand as a pianist. 1 During the first months of their
marriage, they did a great deal of fishing, hunting, and
skiing together, but soon Hemingway's work caused him to
leave Hadley behind.

Later, however, Ernest began worrying

about his treatment of Hadley and sent for her so they could
try to recapture some of the warmth their relationship had
had in the early days of Chicago.

They left Lausanne and

spent the Christmas holiday ski1:ng and bob-sledding in the
mountains. 2
The skiing was good and the romantic mood stayed
with them, but in April the spell was broken by a cable
asking Hemingway to cover the German reoccupation of the
Ruhr.

It was a big assignment and an important one, but

the cable must have come simultaneously with some other
news that Hadley had for her husband.

It wasn•t certain

yet, but she was practically sure that she was to become a
mother.

Hadley wanted the child to be born 1n America.

Hemingway was displeased but finally decided to let matters
go until after the assignment was done.

He left Hadley at

an inn in Cortina d 1 Amprezzo in the Italian Dolomites, and

1Machl1n, ~. ~ - , p • .5.5.
2Playboy (December, 1961), p. 74.
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went to Paris where he took time to call on Gertrude
Stein before proceeding to Ruhr.l

Young said that accord-

ing to Gertrude Stein, Ernest expressed bitterness over
Hadley's pregnancy.
a father. 2

He said that he was too young to become

It is true that Hemingway was young, but Macnlin

related that Hemingway was really upset because Hadley insisted on returning to America for her child's birth.3
Hemingway's resentment of Hadley's insisteno~ on going to
America for her child's birth probably stemmed from his
feelings toward his mother's dominant behavior.

At this

time Ernest had little money, and a suitcase containing
his short stories and part of a novel that he had been
working on for a long time was stolen; thus, his hope of
securing funds was lost.

As a result of their financial

problems and future parenthood, they came back to America
where their first son was born on October 10, 1923. Ernest
wrote to his parents and told them that the baby with his
squawling, was a nuisance, and that he supposed there would
be plenty of yelling for the next couple of years. 4 After
the child was born, Ernest, Hadley, and the baby went back
to Paris.
1 Ib1d., pp.

56-57.

2y0 ung, ,s;m.

ill.,

p. 110.

;Machlin, _sm. ~ . , p. 57.

4P1ayboy (December, 1961), p. 78.
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The next years marked a turning point in Ernest's
life and work.

Several short stories were accepted in

France and later the Atlant1g Monthly accepted one of his
stories.

From then on the American magazines sought his

contributions and offered him a contract that would guarantee him financial security for years.

In spite of his

being a man with a family, he refused to accept the contract.

He contended that he was afraid that his work would

suffer if he knew that everything he wrote was already
accepted and paid for. 1

It would appear to the outsider

that whether or not his wife and child were provided for
was secondary to him.

From all indications, Ernest resent-

ed anything that seemed to him a female "tieing down".
Even though there was little money, Hemingway managP.d
to drink good wine even when he could not afford food to go
with it; and he bought paintings even while his clothes
were in patches.

Ernest enjoyed the freedom of movement

of a freelance writer.

Many of his activities were such

that there was no chance for Hadley and the baby to accompany him, and the strain which had been developing for some
time between Hemingway and Hadley was increasing. 2 By 1927,
his marriage to Hadley had terminated, and they were
divorced.

His family thought it was a disgrace because

there had not been a divorce in the family for seventy
ltania, .Qn. ~ . , pp. 72-74.
2Machlin, ,.Q:Q. ill-, p. 67.

13
years • 1

Hadley got her divorce on a charge of abandon-

ment. 2
Later in 1927, Em.est married another Saint Louis
girl, Pauline Pfeiffer, a friend of Hadley's.

She was a

wealthy fashion writer for the Paris office of Vogue.3

Pauline was Catholic, and in order to marry her, Hemingway
converted.

Hemingway and Pauline started a family almost

as soon as they were married, and Pauline, like Hadley,
exercised her women's privilege and asked that their first
child be born in the United States. 4 They had two sons,
Patrick 1n 1929, and Gregory in 1932.5 In spite of the
two children, Em.est and Pauline managed time to hunt big
game.

She did a great deal of watching and constituted

the cheering section.

She accompanied Ernest on his fish-

ing expeditions for a while, but then began staying ashore,
realizing that Ernest was so involved in being captain of
the boat and locating the fish that he had little time to
fish himself.6

It would seem that Ernest was extremely

interested in being the dominant character in his
activities.
Although Pauline and Em.est appeared to have been
an ideal couple, they too, bad their differences.

Em.est

lLeicester Hemingway, "My Brother Ernest Hemingway,"
Playboy IX (January, 1962), p. 42.
2Machl1n, .Ql2 • .Q.11. , p. 84.
3y0 ung, .Qll. ill•, p. 112.
~achl1n, ,gn. ill-, p. 84.
'Young, .Ql2. ill•, p. 112.
6PlayboY (January, 1962), pp. 137-138.
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seemed extremely unstable, and he was not content staying
in one place very long.

Hunting trips lasted for several

months, and his wife and children were left behind.

The

longer he stayed married, the more time he spent away from
home on drinking, fishing, fighting, writing or hunting
expeditions. 1 It seems that Hemingway resented Pauline•s
fixedness.
While Pauline was living in Key West, Er.nest was in
Spain dating a writer, Martha Gellhorn.

In each of Heming-

way's marriages, he began dating the future wife while he
was still ma.rrie~ to the present wife.

Pauline sensed

from his letters that the old relationship between them no
longer existed.

She determined to fight for what she pos-

sessed, and hoped to hold.

However, all efforts failed

and in 1940, Pauline divorced Hemingway on grounds of
desertion. 2 It is interesting to note that the same pattern for divorce is repeated.

Hadley's divorce was granted

on grounds of abandonment and Pauline•s divorce on grounds
of desertion.
Seventeen days after the divorce, Hemingway married
Martha Gellhorn, another Saint Louis girl.
42 years of age and Martha was 28.

Hemingway was

She was a young writer

who had published one book and was beginning a successful
1
,
Machlin, .s212. ill• , p. 127.
2Leicester Hemingway( "My Brother Ernest Hemingway,•
Playboy, IX {February, 1962J, p. 30.
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career in the magaz1ne field.

She was a talented writer.l

The restless Martha was still not finished w1th her
war corresponding, and though Hemingway was growing a
little weary of the dust, mud and blood of the battlefield,
the newly weds spent their honeymoon covering the ChineseJapanese War . 2 Martha was extremely dedicated to her
career, and it seems that Hemingway thought that Martha
spent too much time as a career girl and not enough time
with him and his activities.

While Ernest was in the hos-

pital with a head injury that he received 1n a car accident,
she was too busy With her work to show any concern.

Ernest

said, "She only came to see me twice while I was laid up
and hurting here.

What a way for a wife to be."3

It appears

that Martha's career was the main cause of their separation
because it kept her too occupied.

During the last month of

the war, the old team of Hemingway and Gellhorn was no
longer function1ng. 4

Instead it was Mary Welsh, whom he

had met in London in 1944 while .she was working there for
Time Magazine; it was she with whom he kept in touch.S
They seemed to have been mutually attracted to each other
on meeting for the first time, and again Em.est and his

1,IQ1,g.. , p. 31.

2"The •True and Lovely' Girls," Life, LI (July 14,
1961), p. 67.
3PlaYboy {February, 1962), p. 42.
~achlin, ,sm • .Q.U. 1 p. 176 •
.Syoung 1 ,sm • .w.:t,., p. 176.
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present wife grew farther apart.

It appeared that Ernest

chafed equally as much from Martha's seeming neglect as he
did from Hadley's possessiveness and Pauline's fixedness.
In December, 1945, four years after Ernest's marriage to
Martha, she sued for divorce on grounds of desertion.l
Thus the marital pattern was repeated, and Hemingway's
third wife sued for divorce on the same grounds as his
previous wives.
Hemingway, however, did not remain long without a
wife; for in March, 1946, he married Mary Welsh who made
a fine hostess and a pleasant complement to the unpredictable, bea rded genius.

She diligently studied his likes and

dislikes, traveled with him without complaint into the rugged backwaters, hunted, fished and drank with him, and kept
a regular check on the various ointments and medicines required to keep his various wounds and disorders in check.
She was an efficient housekeeper and bookkeeper, and
Hemingway spoke of her with more open affection than he did
any of his other wives. 2

Though Hemingway's attitude

toward Mary was certainly more favorable than that shown
any of his other wives, his untimely death prevented, forever, any means of determining whether or not he would
have grown tired of Mary and abandoned her.

One can con-

jecture that Hemingway had reached the age when he, too,

1Maohl1n, .sm,. ill-, p. 176.
2 ~ (July 14, 1961), p. 67.
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wanted to settle down, when he no longer found causes for
resentment as he had found 1n his previous marriages.

In this chapter the writer has attempted to show
that Hemingway's background--his home life, his mother's
domination, and his wives• possessiveness and/or neglect
all tended to develop in him an attitude of resentment
toward women.
With this background, the writer will attempt to
show in the following chapters that Hemingway's resentment
toward women is shown by his deliberately casting his female characters as fickle, incontinent, jealous, amoral,
selfish, possessive, corrupt, unchaste, submissive,
irreligious, and/or destructive.

CHAPTER II

THE NEGATIVISM IN HEMINGWAY'S TREATMENT OF THE
FEMALE CHARACTER IN THE film ALSO RISES

A study of Hemingway's novels seems to show that
his attitude toward women, which was strongly negative,
reveals itself in the female characters he creates in his
novels.

Lania asserts that the part played by women in

Hemingway's work is significant because the heroine is
either a disturbing, even dangerous, element in a man's
world, or a passive creature, completely subservient to
man, a willing instrument in the satisfaction of his
desire. 1
~ §Jm Al§.S2.

Rises,

published in 1926, gives first

evidence of Hemingway's negative treatment of women.

The

dominating female character in the novel is Lady Brett
Ashley projected against a World War I setting in Paris,
France.

Farrell states that the Europe described i n ~

§Jm Al.§.Q Rises is a tourist's Europe of the twenties with

cafes, restaurants, and hotels as the setting.

When the

action shifts to Spain, it is to permit a description of
bull fights and a fiesta.

York:

1Leo Lania, Hem1ngw~. A Pictorial Biography (New
The Viking Press, 19 1), p. 12.
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The moods and attitudes ot the main characters are those
of people on vacation; they have love affairs, they drink,
they go fishing, and they see new spectacles. 1
As a first negative image of women, Hemingway introduces Brett in the novel with a group of homosexuals and
"she was very much with them". 2 This company, her clothes,
her mannish felt hat and bobbed hair (not an accepted
fashion in the early twenties), are all indications of the
loss of her true womanbood.3

To Bardacke, Lady Brett is _

the embodiment of what Hemingway conceived as postwar
woman.4

Postwar woman, as described by Wilson was an in-

ternational siren who flourished 1n oafes of the postwar
period and whose ruthless and uncontrollable infidelities,
1n such a circle as that depicted by Hemingway, have made

any sort of security impossible for the relations between
women and men • .5
Lania portrays Lady Brett as beautiful, intelligent,
unconventional and discontented, passing from one man to

lJames T. Farrell, "The Sun Also Rises," Ernest
Hemingway~~ !and llll ~ , ed. John K. M. Mccaffery
(New York: The World Publishing Company, 19.50\ p. 202.
2Ernest Hemingway, ~.§lmAJJ!2 Rises

(New York:

Crown Publishing Company, 1926), p. 20.
3Theodore Bardacke, •Hemingway• s Women," Ernest
Hemingway ~ 1:1gn .fil¥1 J.11§. ~ , ed. John K. M. MoCaff'ery
(New York: The World Publishing Company, 19.50), p. 310.
4 ~ . , p. 342.
-'Edmund Wilson, "Hemingway: Gauge of' Morale,"
Ernest Hemrngway ~ ~ ~ .H1§. .Kw, ed. John K. M.
McCafferyNew York: The World Publishing Company, 19.50),
p. 215.
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another.

1

Most of Brett's constant activity includes her

being drunk and picking up various men. 2 The one man who
possibly could have saved her from herself was Jake Barnes,
but Hemingway chose to cast him as sexually impotent as a
result of a war injury th.at emasculates him.

However, Jake

endures his fate with dignity and strength while Brett vainly seeks oblivion in alcohol and in the arms of other
suitors.3

Bardacke comments th.at Brett has been stunted by _

a shallow world without spiritual meaning, and has become a
woman devoid of womanhood.

She has experienced two love-

less marriages; the first with a man who died of dysentery
during the war, and . the second with an officer in the
British Navy who returned from the war suffering from shook.
Brett's love life is a kind of war casualty in itself that
has decayed into alcoholism and a series of casual sex
relations. 4
Throughout The .§Jm Al§.2 Rises, one gets the impression that Brett is extremely fickle in her love affairs.
She dates Jake Barnes, an American reporter, whose love
affair with Brett is unhappy and inconclusive due to his
war injury.

She goes off to live with Robert Cohn, and

lLania, .Q.12. ,g,U., p. 76.
2Betty Spencer Von-Mazewski, Hemingway .ans. !a}1a:
A_ Comparison (The University of Texas, January, 19 3,
3Lan1a, ,QJ2. ill•, p. 77 •
4i3arclaoke, .s;m. su.1., pp. 342-343.
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later with Pedro Romero while she 1s engaged to marry
Michael Campbell, an American playboy.

Cohn, a Jewish

novelist, has become tired of his mistress and has fallen
in love with Brett, and Romero is a handsome nineteen year
old matador whom Brett meets while attending the bu1lfights
in Spain.
Michael Maloney describes Brett as extremely common.
He says that she is a woman of appetites which she makes no
pretense of controlling, in fact, seems unable to control.
She passes from one man to another with complete and unselfconscious casualness. 1 This point of view, along with a
certain degree of fickleness, 1s shown as Jake and Brett
sit in the moonlight after having a drink of Amontillado
Brandy at a cafe in Pamplona.
11

Brett says:

Do you love me, Jake?"
He replies, 'Yes."

"Because I am a goner."
"How?"
"I am a goner.
Romero boy.

I'm mad about the
I am in love with

him, I think.•
Jake says, "I wouldn't be if I were you. 112

lMichael F. Maloney, "Ernest Hemingway: The Missing
Third Dimension, n Hemingway: ~ .HU. 1r1 tics, ed. Carlos
Baker {New York: Hill and Wang, 1961, p. 187.
2Hemingway, .s2.l2· ill•, p. 183.

•
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In reply to Jake's comment, Brett tell him that she
can't help it.
help anything. 1

She says that she never has been able to
Those statements indicate that Brett lacks

self-control in her relationship with men.

Maloney further

states that Brett seems to be desired by many men, but she
is apparently incapable of deep attachment herself. 2 As another example of fickleness, it seems that Brett is the
type of woman who wants what she cannot have.

The follow-

ing lines will re-enforoe th1s idea as one sees Brett,
Jake, and Cohn sitting in a cafe the last day of the
Spanish fiesta.

She tells Cohn to go off some place be-

cause she wants to be alone with Jake.

After Colm. leaves

she tells Jake, "I'm so sick of him!•

Jake tells her that

Cohn just can't believe she didn't mean anything when she
stayed with him at the hotel 1n San Sabastian,3 but apparently the relationship was very insignificant to Brett.
Though Jake was kept from Brett by his impotency, she was
supposedly in love with him; however, Jake wonders if even
her love for him isn't merely a longing for the unattainable.

This idea is expressed as Jake leaves Brett at a

bar in Paris and he begins to think about her and his war
injury.

Jake remarks, "It was a rotten way to be wounded."

And as he continues to think he says that he probably would

1,IW.

2Maloney, ,gn. ill•, p. 187.
3Hem1ngway, .sw,. ,ill., pp. 181-182.
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never have worried about his injury if he had not run
into Brett.

Then he asserts, "I suppose she (Brett) on1y

wanted what she couldn't have.n 1
Another aspect of Hemingway's negativism is seen in
his portrayal of the female character as incontinent.
Michael, Brett and Cohn have been drinking after attending
a bull fight, and it seems that Mike is somewhat intoxicat-

ed as he says to Cohn:
"What if Brett did sleep with you?
She's slept with lots of better
people than you."
Michael further comments:
affairs with men before.

"Brett's had
She tells me

all about everything. • • • n2
Another example of Brett's incontinence 1s evident
a s she goes to Romero's room with him on the first day
that they met.

She asked Jake to take her to a cafe to

look for Romero because she wanted to meet him.

Brett's

desire for Romero was so strong that she could hardly wait
for him to come to her table before she had gone to his
hotel room with him.

Later that day Cohn was looking for

Brett as Mike says to him:

l.!lll.g., p • .31.

2~ . , pp. 142-14,3.
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noh, go to hell Cohn, Brett's
gone off with the bull-fighter chap.
They're on their honeymoon.nl
Cohn became so enraged that he went to Romero's
room and found Brett there, and he "nearly killedn
Romero.2
Hemingway further emphasizes Brett's incontinence
in the instance when Brett visits Jake in his apartment
in Paris.
kisses him.

She goes into his bedroom, sits on his bed, and
Jake is upset as he says:
•couldn't we live together, Brett?
Couldn't we just live together?"
Brett replies, nI don't think so.
I'd just •tromper• you with everybody.
You couldn't stand it."
"I stand it now."
"That would be different.
Jake.

It's my fault,

It's the way I'm made."3

Brett makes no mention of the fact that it is morally wrong for her to live with Jake.

Instead, Hemingway

makes it obvious that from a moral point of view she is not
concerned.

l.IJ21g.' p. 190.

2

~-,

p • 201.

.31£1.g.. , p.

S5.
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Not only does Hemingway portray Brett as fickle and
incontinent, but as a further revelation of his negative
attitude, he shows her as irreligious.

Blankenship reveals

that Brett is completely anaesthetic to religious suggestions and that she has found no very satisfactory substitute
for religion. 1 This point 1s stressed when one follows
Brett and her associates from Paris to Spain where they
went to sh.are a week's fiesta.

These holidays are called

San Fermin's festival which kept up day and night for seven
days.

Despite the non-religious bullfights, dancing, and

drinking, San Fermin was a religious festival.

One after-

noon during the fiesta there was a big religious procession
that Brett and Jake joined, but they were stopped at the
church door because Brett did not have a hat.

When they

went out into the street, some dancers formed a circle
around Brett and started to dance.
chanting.
to."

"The dancers were

Brett wanted to dance, but they did not want her

Instead, they wanted to adopt her as a pagan image.

She seemed perfectly at home in the wine shop, where the
dancers rushed them, amidst the hard-voiced singing of the
irreligious celebrants. 2 Later in fiesta week Brett's irreligious behavior is re-emphasized when Jake and Brettenter
the San Fermin Chapel so th.at Brett can pray for Romero's
lRussell Blankenshipl_Amerioan ~1terature {New York:
Henry Holt and Company, 19£tlj), p. 735.
2Hemingway, .Ql2.. ,ill., pp. 155-156.
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suocese in the final bullfight of the celebration.

Brett

says to Jake:
"Let's go in.

Do

you mind?

I'd like to pray for him or something."
"After a little," Jake comments, "I felt
Brett stiffen beside me, and saw she was
looking straight ahead."
Brett says:
out of here.

"Come on.

Let's get

Makes me damn nervous.•

When Brett and Jake got outside the chapel, she
comments:
"Don't know why I get so nervy in
church.

Never does me any good."

Brett explains, "I'm damn bad for
a religious atmosphere.
the wrong type face.• 1

I've got

Baker asserts that her face is indeed the wrong type
because her face belongs in the wide-eyed concentration
over the Tarot pa.ck of Madame Sostris, or any equivalent
soothsayer in the gypsy camp outside Pamplona.

It is per-

fectly at home in the center of the dancers in the street
or in the tavern gloom above the wine-oask. 2

1~ - , p. 208.

2carlos Baker, Hemingway: ~ Writer M Artist
(Princeton, New Jersey: Princeton University Press,
19.52), p. 90.
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As a final revelation of Hemingway's negative
attitude toward women as portrayed in The .§J,m

~

Rises,

George Snell writes that Brett stands not only for the
principle of love but of total animal destruction; and the
men and women who swam around her met destruction at her
hands. 1 Brett destroys Jake by upsetting him emotionally.
One feels that Jake probably would never have had any
trouble aooepting his impotency if he had not met Brett.
He comments, "Well, it was a rotten way to be wounded •
• • • I never realized it, I guess • • • Probably I never
would have had any trouble if I had not run into Brett when
they shipped me to England. • •
my mind jumping around. • .• •

•

I lay awake thinking and

I was thinking about Brett

and my mind stopped jumping around and started to go in sort
of smooth waves. Then all of a sudden, I started to cry." 2
Jake, seemingly helpless in the grip of his emotions, begs
Brett just to "live" with him 1n his apartment in Paris.
Brett destroys Cohn's self-respect by running around
with other men in his presence while he was 1n love with
her.

She dated Jake very frequently and on one occasion

she insulted Cohn by asking him to go away because she
wanted to be alone with Jake.

Cohn followed her when she

¼eorge Snell, ~ Shapers Slf. American Fictko~
E. P. Dutton and Company, 19 7,

.J.22.a-lm (New York:
p. 163.
2

Hemingway,

.QR. ~ - ,

p. 31.
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and Jake went out together.

This is evident as she and

Jake come out of a oafe in Spain and they see Cohn hiding
outside.

Brett comments, "He was there." And Jake replies, "He can• t be away from you. • 1 Cohn, otherwise a
strong character, is portrayed by Hemingway as being
reduced to a pitiful shamelessness as a victim of Brett's
wiles.

When Cohn was running after Brett, she lived with -

Romero in Pamplona and later she went with him to Madrid.
Cohn revealed his helplessness to Jake:

•r

just couldn't stand it about Brett.

I've been through hell, Jake.
been simply hell.

It's

When I met her

down here (Spain) Brett treated me
as though I were a perfect stranger.
I just couldn't stand it.
together at San Sebastian.
you know it.

We lived
I suppose

I oan•t stand it anymore." 2

Brett's hold on Romero was as strong as her grip on
Jake and Cohn.

So strong was Brett• s effect on Romero that

he felt his sense of morality violated.

To relieve his

conscience, he urged Brett to legitimize their relationship
by marriage.

It is at this point that Hemingway saves

Brett from a role of complete destroyer, for Brett made
1l,Q1,g.., p. 182.
2l.Ql.g., p.

194.
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Romero leave her because she realized that "He shouldn't
be living with anyone." 1

When Jake met Brett in Madrid

she told him:
"He (Romero) wanted to marry me••••
He really wanted to marry me.
I oouldn't go away from him.

So
He

wanted to make sure I could
never go away." 2
She further comments:
"You know, I 1 d have lived with him if
I hadn 1 t seen it was bad for him. n3
It seems almost in Hemingway's characterization of
Brett that he feels having cast her in a role of predominant negativism, he must offer the reader a slight relief by having Brett "spare" at least one male from complete
destruction.
However, i n ~ .§lm Al.§.2 Rises, it is evident that
Hemingway, purposely, used Brett Ashley, whom he deliberately cast as fickle, incontinent, irreligious, and
destructive, as the medium through which he revealed his
resentment toward women.

1 Ib1d., p. 242.

2~., p. 242.
3l.12J.g.' p. 243.

CHAPTER III
HEMINGWAY'S DEEPENED NEGATIVISM IN HIS
S~OND NOVEL--! FAREWELL TO~

A Farewell ,m~, published in 1929, is a war
novel in which the dominant female character is Catherine
Barkley, an English nurse.

According to Fiedler, there

are no heroines 1n Hemingway's books, but he seems to feel
an obligation to introduce women in his more ambitious
fiction even though he does not lmow what to do with them. 1
Baker seems to support Fiedler•s idea by asserting that
the most frequent adverse comment on Hemingway's fictional
heroines is that they tend to embody two extremes, ignoring
the middle ground.
of which Brett, 1n

In one group are the "deadly" females
~

fum AJ..w2

Rises,

is the best repre-

sentative, and at the other stands the allegedly docile
and submissive mistress-type, of whom Catherine, in!
Farewell .:t,Q Ar.m§., is an example. 2 Though Bardacke contends

1Lesl1e A. Fiedler, ~ fillS n th 1n ~ American
Novel {New York: Criterion Books, 19 0), pp. 304-305.
2carlos Baker, "The Mountain and the Plain," Em.est
Hem1~y: Critiques !1!_ F.QYl! Major Novels, ed. Carlos
BakerNew York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1962), pp. 55-56.
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that Catherine represents Hemingway's ideal woman,l she
certainly does not conform to the patterns set and generally aooepted by society as representing perfection.
Catherine is revealed as submissive, irreligious,
amoral, jealous, and destructive.

It is the writer's con-

tention that Hemingway's negativism toward women is deepened in his portrayal of his seoond major female character
who 1s just as extreme and out of the normal pattern as his
first.
A deepened negative attitude toward women 1s revealed in Hemingway's portrayal of catherine as extremely sub-

missive.

She is so submissive that she seems to lack the

ability to think for herself as she says to Henry, "I'll
say just what you wish, and I 1 11 do just what you wish."
She further comments, "There isn't any me.
She adds further, "I want what you want.
me anymore.

Just what you want."3

I am you." 2
There isn't any

It is interesting to

note that Hemingway's f iotional females are very unlike
the women 1n his personal life.

Biography shows that his

mother tried to dominate her entire family and was rarely
1 Theodore Bardacke, "Hemingway's Women," Ernest
Hemingway the J:1rul !:m9. 1!1.§. }!Q.rk, ed. John K. M. Mccaffery
(New York: The World Publishing Company, 1950), p. 345.
2Ernest Hemingway, A FTrewell ,1Q ~ (New York:
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1929 , p. 109.

31121.!l., p. 110.
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submissive to Ernest's father.

There is also evidence to

prove that at least two of his wives were not submissive.
Both Hadley and Pauline, exercising strong personal preference, demanded that their first babies be born in
America.

One might conjecture that Hemingway would have

liked the women in his personal life to exhibit some qualities of submissiveness.

It may also be conjectured that in

Catherine's portrayal, Hemingway is striking back at the
female characters whom he personally resented.
Hemingway's portrayal of Catherine as even more irreligious than Brett is another indication of his deepened
negative treatment of females.

Though Brett herself was

not a religious person, she did seem to recognize a Supreme
Being.

Catherine, however, did not seem to recognize a

Supreme Being; instead, she worshipped an individual.

In

support of this idea, Ray B. West says that Catherine's
religion 1s her love. 1 Beach further reveals that a few
days after Henry had met Catherine, he was wounded in the
legs very badly when an Austrian projectile exploded over
them.

He was taken to the field hospital and later moved

to Milan where he was nursed by Catherine.

During his in-

jury, he perceived a new meaning of their relationship, and
they found themselves very much in love.

It seems that

1 Bay B • West, "A Farewell to Arms , " Ernest Hemingway:
Critiques SJ!_~ Major Novels, ed. Carlos Baker (New York:
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1962), p. 31.

Henry wanted to marry Catherine; but because she has no
religious faith, she regards marriage as unimportant. 1
the novel,

In

Catherine tells Henry, "You see darling, it

(meaning marriage) would mean everything to me if I had
any religion.

But I haven't any religion.

You're all I

got. n2
Not only is Catherine irreligious, but she is also
portrayed as amoral which is another negative characteristic.

Unlike Brett who had several lovers, Catherine asso-

ciated with only one man; but she is like Brett in that
she, too, seems to lack a sense of any moral responsibility.
West and Stallman defend this point of view by asserting
that most of the time Catherine feels that her love is
sanotified.J

This same idea 1s evident as one sees

Catherine and Henry together in a Hotel room on the night
that Henry is to return to the front as she says, "I wish
we could do something really sinful.
seems so innocent and simple.

Everything we do

I can't believe we do any-

thing wrong.n 4 Hemingway's negativism toward Catherine is

1 Joseph Warren Beach, American F!ction l9,g_Q-l9EQ

(New York:

The Macmillan Company, 1941, p. 8 ~

2Hemingway, ,212. ,ill., p. 120.
3Jiay B. West and Robert W. Stallman, ~ Al::t 5J1..
Moaern Fiction (New York: Rinehart and Company, Inc.,
19 9), p. 624.
4Hem1ngway, ,212 • .QJ..:t., p. 160.
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shown in that he treats her as a character incapable of
perceiving any wrong in her sexual relationship.
Another negative quality that Hemingway seems to
ascribe to Catherine is that of extreme jealousy.
Catherine's jealousy was evident when she indicated that she did not want anyone else to touch Henry while he was
in the hospital recuperating from his war injury.

She

worlced at the hospital every night, even when she was supposed to be off duty, to prevent anyone else from doing
anything for him.

As Catherine prepares Henry to see the

doctor, she tells him, "I don't want anyone else to touch
you •• • •
you. nl

I get furious if they (other nurses) touch

Hemingway's negativism toward females is extended
to his reaction to woman's primal and basic function,
childbirth.

Fiedler says that there is no writer to whom

childbirth more customarily presents itself as an essential
catastrophe.

He further comments that at Hemingway's best,
he portrays childbirth as a plaguey sort of accident. 2

In Hemingway's personal life, one can easily detect
evidence to support this theory.

When Hemingway's first

wife became pregnant, he was extremely upset because he had
little money and no immediate plans for securing funds.
11.1?.19.. , p. 107.

;,iedler,

.Q.12 •

.Q.U.., pp. 305-306.
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Since Ernest was not ready for the child, it would seem
logical to assume that he considered the baby an accident.
Just as Hemingway's child affected his life, we
can also detect the same point of view in his novel as
Henry and Catherine discuss their expectant parenthood before she goes to the hospital.
11

You aren 1 t angry are you, darling?"
Henry replies,

11

Catherine says:

11

No."

And you don• t feel trapped?"

"Maybe a 11 ttle.

But not by you. 11

"I didn't mean by me. • • •
trapped at all. 11

I meant

Henry says, "You always feel trapped
b1ologically.nl
Light says that the sexual urge, to Hemingway, 1s
the biological trap. 2
In further defense of Hemingway's negative treatment
of women and childbirth, Fiedler says that childbirth becomes that horror which takes Catherine from Henry 1n A
Farewell to A!:ml!.

In the novel, Catherine suffered for

many hours with excruciating pains as Henry looked on helplessly.

Finally, the doctor decided to deliver the child

1Hem1:ngway, _sm • .Qll., p. 145.
2James F. Light, 11 The Religion of Death in A Farewell
to Arms, 11 Em.est ~em1ngway: cr1 tigues .Qf. ~ Major .li.2I:W.,
ed. Carlos BakerNew York: Charles Sor1bner•s Sons, 1962),
p.

4o.
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by Caesarean.

Their illegitimate child was delivered dead,

and Catherine died soon thereafter from a hemorrhage.
However, before Catherine died, her jealousy combined with
her desire to possess Henry is apparent near the end of
the novel.

As

she lay dying, Henry said:

"Do you want me to do anything, Cat?
Can I get you anything?"
Catherine smiled and said,

11

No." Then

Somewhat later she said, •You won't
do our things with another girl, or
say the same things, will you?"l
Catherine, it seems, attempted to possess Henry completely and consistently.

Though Catherine lmew she was _

dying, she still wanted to hold on to Henry--not only as
long as she lived but even after death.
Since the plot of the novel did not necessarily demand Catherine•s death, one is led to agree with Cargill
who states, "Catherine's death can better be justified on
sadistic than aesthetic grounds. 112

Fiedler further com-

ments that Hemingway believed that only the dead woman becomes neither a bore nor a mother;so catherine has to die
before she quite became either.3
1 Hemingway,
2 osoar

.QQ.

Hemingway's attitude

.Q.1.:t. , p. 343.

Cargill, In~eTleotual Amerioa (New York:
The Macmillan Company, 19 1, p. 361.
3Fiedler, .QJ2. • .Q1.t., p. 307.
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toward Catherine seems to suggest compulsiveness in his
desire to destroy the female character.
Catherine, like Brett, maintains the image of the
destructive force of females on the male sex~

,..---

For Catherine

in the final analysis was the ultimate ruin of Lieutenant
Henry.

Actually, Hemingway let Henry decide his own fate

when he deserted the army and fled to Switzerland with
Catherine where he turned his back on society and isolated
himself in her arms.

Before Henry met Catherine, he seemed

to have been a well adjusted soldier; but after he fell in
love with Catherine, bis life was changed and he was happy
only with her.

But as the story ends, Catherine dies.

Lieutenant Henry's defeat comes in the death of the one
person he had learned to love.

Catherine's death leaves

Henry's life completely empty, for he was a deserter from·
the army, and he had no place to go nor friends to turn to
for comfort in his bereavement.
Though Catherine had only one man to destroy, he
seemed to have been destroyed more completely than the men
i n ~ §.1m Also Rises.

There was at least the possibility

of the men, whom Brett destroyed, finding future happiness,
but as A Farewell

1Q. ~

ends, Lieutenant Henry's future

is extremely uncertain.

When Henry puts his trust in his
love for Catherine, he is defeatea. 1 One might even
laay B. west, nThe Biological Trap,' HemingwaY,
ea. Robert P. weeks (New Jersey: Princeton University
Press, 1962), p. 149.
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conjecture that he has no hope for future happiness.
So we see that Hem1ngway•s negativism toward females
is deepened in his portrait of Catherine Barkley in A ~ -

Ell

.:t,Q.

Arl!m.. Though she does not represent the same type

of woman as Brett, she does possess traits that Hemingway
develops as strongly negative.

The writer contends that

Catherine was deliberately cast as submissive, irreligious,
amoral, jealous and destructive to additionally typify
Hemingway's negative attitude toward women~

CHAPTER IV
HEMINGWAY'S NEnATIVE TBFATMENT OF THE FEMALE
CHARACTER IN FOR !lHQ11 ,Ilm

™

TQTJ.$

In the preceding chapter, the writer's purpose was
to show that Hemingway created Catherine Barkley in A
Farewell E

Arn

as submissive, irreligious, amoral , jeal-

ous, and destructive, a treatment intended to typify, additionally, his negative attitude toward female characters.
In this chapter, the writer will attempt to further support
the hypothesis that Hemingway had a predominately negative
attitude toward women through his portrayal of Pilar and
Maria in For Whom the Bell Tolls.

The writer will attempt

to prove that Pilar 1s a female who exhibits objectionable
masculine characteristics, and that Maria is a sexual convenience, unconvincing, and submissive.
Margaret Marshall says that Pilar's existence in
the novel has little to do with the fact that she is a
woman.

It is her masculine characteristics which make her

interesting.l

Robert Jordan, the major male character,

describes Pilar as a woman of about fifty, almost as wide

1 Margaret Marshall, "Notes by the Way," ~ Nation,

CLI (December 14, 1940), p. 609.
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as she is tall, in black peasant skirt and waist, and
heavy wool socks on heavy legs, and a brown face like a
model for a granite monument. 1

Pilar says of herself,

"I would have made a good man, but I am all woman and all
ugly.
men.

Yet, many men have loved me and I have loved many
It is curious. 02

It seems that Pilar 1 s physical ap-

pearance was somewhat objectional even to her.

Hemingway

portrays Pilar further as a leader of a guerilla band who
destroys her husband's self-respect.

Pilar's husband had

been the leader of the guerilla band during the Spanish
Civil War, but after a disagreement over a minor incident,
she took over as leader, a position that was usually held
by a man.

Immediately, Pilar is placed 1n an unusual cir-

cumstance which could make her, as Lania states, "a disturbing, even dangerous, element in a man's world. n3

Pilar

is indeed a dangerous element in a man's world, for she
takes over her husband's position.

She was not content to

merely take over his position as commander of the guerilla
band, but she also degraded him by making him feel inferior
to her.

York:

This point of view is evident as she calls her

lErnest Hemingway, For fillQ.m ~ ~ Tolls (New
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1940), p. 30.
2

~ - , p. 97.

York:

3r.eo Lania, Hemingwa~, A Pictorial Biography (New
The Viking Press, 19 1), p. 12.
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husband lazy, a drunkard, and a coward1 in the presence
of the other guerillas.

Her husband asks her not to talk

to him that way 1n the presence of the other people, but
because Hemingway's women, according to Maurois, respect
the strong man, but carmot resist the need to dominate the
weak man, 2 Pilar continues to make her husband feel inferior to her as she says, "Do you still believe that you
command here?'
in joke.

When his reply was yes, she remarked, "Not

Here I command ! Here no one commands but me. 11

Pilar 1s very domineering.

She commands her husband to

shut up as he begins to speak.3
that she is in command.

He obeys her for he knows

The members of the guerilla band

fear her because she scares them to death with her mouth.4
Geismar says that Hemingway's males are separated into two
classes, cowards and men; a man acts, and a coward thinks.5
It seems that Pilar's husband falls into the coward category.

Pilar seemingly carmot help dominating her coward

husband.

A further indication of Pilar•s negative image as

a domineering female is apparent as she tells about the
1 Andre Maurois, "Ernest Hemingway, 11 ¥em1ngway .§n9.

His Critics (New York:
2.ll?1,g.., p.

3Hemi:rg way,
4

Hill and Wang, 1961, pp. 51-.52.

5.5.
.QJ2 •

.Q.U., p.

57.

Ibid., p. 58.
Sr.taxwell Geismar, "Ernest Hemingway: You Could
Always come Back, n Ernest HemingwaY .tM 1:lfill .Wl9. .li1!!. ~ ,
ed. JoJ:m K. M. Mccaffery (Cleveland: Houghton-Mifflin
Company, 19.50), p. 167.
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night she heard her husband crying, and she asked him what
was wrong.

He said that he was afraid to die, and Pilar

told him to get out of bed because there was no room for
her, him and his fear all together.

Pilar comments, "Then

he was ashamed and was quiet and I went to sleep, but man,
he's a ruin. 111 Pilar is portrayed as a woman of towering
strength. 2 Throughout the ~ovel, Pilar degrades and humiliates her husband.

It seems that she enjoys belittling him

so much that one feels justified in concluding that she was
the ultimate ruin of her husband by completely destroying
his self-respect.

Hemingway, in reversing the male and fe-

male roles, endows Pilar with strong masculine characteristics and portrays her as a strong negative image of the
domineering female lacking feminine characteristics.
Carlos Baker supports this point, "Pilar has led a
hard life and is as tough as an old eagle." 3 Pilar is certainly leading a hard and very unfeminine life as the leader
of a guerilla band during the war.

However, it is interest-

ing to note that none of the Hemingway heroines are ever

portrayed as homemakers or mothers, but they are usually in

1 Hemingway, _sm. ~ - , p. 133.
2nHemingway and the Concept of Virility," Anvil !mS
Student Partisan, Vol. IV, No. 3 (Fall Quarter, 1952), p. 14.
3carlos Baker, "The Spanish Tragedy," Ernest Hemingwax (New York: Hill and Wang, 1962), p. 118.
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unusual situations, and in Pilar•s oase, in a completely
unfeminine role.

Wyrick states that Pilar is a man-woman

who serves, much as do the male heroes, as a victim of a
world she did not make. 1 Burnam supports this idea by
asserting that Hemingway seems unable to create a different
set of virtues for his women characters.

Pilar is endowed

with exactly the same
virtues as his , men; brute courage and
,
individual loyalty, self-sufficiency, aggressiveness and
hostility. 2

Hemingway shows no intention of portraying

Pilar as a c~aracter with any redeeming feminine traits.
Maria, _the other female character in F9r !lbQm
~

~

Tolls is, according to Margaret Marshall, a te~t of

Hemingway's capacity for creating a woman character, and
she adds that he failed that test by revealing her as an
unconvincing female and as a sexual convenience.J

Maria's

major function in the novel seems to be that of a servant
and a sexual convenience for the predominate male character, Jordan, who has joined the guerilla band as a
saboteur.

It is interesting to note that neither of the

four women whom the writer has studied has been chaste.
Even before Jordan met Maria, who was only nineteen years
old, "things' had been done to her by her Fascists captors.
loreen D. Wyrick,~ Ernyoria State Research Study,
Vol. II, No. l (September, 1953, p. 11.
2Tom

Burnam, 'Primitivism and Masculinity in the
Work of Ernest Hemingway," Modern Fiction Studies, Vol. I,
No. 3 (August, 1955), p. 21.
3Marshall, .QJ2 • .Q.ll., p. 609.
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The things that had been done to her included rape; and on
the same night that Jordan came to join the gueril.~a band,
Hemingway _has Maria to ask him (Jordan) a stranger, and a
foreigner, to let her come to his bed.

Jordan lets her

come to his bed with him, and she begins her role as a
sexual convenience which she continues throughout the
novel.

It definitely seems that one must agree with Fiedler

who contends that Hemingway does not know what to do with
the female character beyond taking her to bed. 1 Marshall
says, "As if in revenge against women who baffle him,
Hemingway forces Maria to occupy the role of a sexual convenience."2

Hemingway makes Maria appear in the novel just

at the time when Jordan needs food or sexual satisfaction.
So obvious is Hemingway's intention that he fails to be convincing.

Marshall supports this point of view by remarking

that Hemingway's portrayal of Jordan and Maria's great loveat-flrst-sight is not convincing; it never seems integral.3
F o r ~ ~ Bell Tolls seems to be a story of men-withoutwomen, and Maria's existence in the plot is literally and
figuratively a negative treatment of the female character.
Marshall further believes that Maria actually represents
1Leslie Fiedler, ~ ~ ~ J.n ~ American
Novel (New York: Criterion Books~oo), p. JOS.
2Marshall, 52:Q. ,ill., p. 609.
3Margaret Marshall, •Notes By the Way,"
CLI (October 26, 1940), p. 393.

~

Nation,

-
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Hemingway's conception of woman as she is or should be-which she adds is pretty d1scouraging.l

Maria 1s an

--

amoebic type individual whose existence laoks completely

the kind of give and take relationship that one f1ndS 1n
real life.

Phillip Young supports this idea by asserting

that Maria is for a while a very lovely vision; but as we
get to know her, Young says that she becomes more and more
a vision until ultimately she ceases to be a person at all.
He further states that Hemingway portrays Maria as just too
ethereal for the world she is in, and whatever her origins
she is too good to be true. 2 Jordan expresses his objection to Maria when he says, "Maybe it is like the dreams
you have when someone you have seen in the o1nema comes to
your bed at night and is so kind and lovely.

In real life,"

Jordan thinks, "such things don't happen. 11 3
Hemingway further reveals negativism in the unconvincing character of Maria by failing to develop her.
Burnam states that Maria is Hemingway's supreme eff~rt to
create a major feminine character who will appeal to the
reader's sympathies and that it 1s not without significance
that she is created as slim and boylike with close cropped
hair, long legs and that she moves "awkwardly like a colt
1 Marshall

(December 14, 1940), p. 610.

2Phill1p Young, Ernest Hemingway (London:
and Sons Ltd., 1952), pp. 80-81.

3Hemingway,

.Q12. ~ - , p.

137.

G. Bell
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{or a lad). 111

Marshall states that Maria has no relation-

ship _to the main story in For .HhQ.m ~~Tolls; moreover, in the course of a long book full of characters who

grow as we read into human beings whose personalities and
fates we become almost painfully involved, there is absolutely no development in the character of Maria .

It seems,

according to Marshall, that Maria 1s a ready-made pawn
whose function begins and ends in Jordan's sleeping bag.2
Maria serves Jordan, tries to please him, and never makes
a single contribution to the welfare of the guerilla band;
and this the writer contends reflects Hemingway's negativism
toward females.

Marshall states that Hemingway's treatment

of Maria as a complete blank without any character development mars his book as a whole.3

Wyrick states that Heming-

way's women, in order to exist at all, ar~ inclined to
become caricatures rather than characters,4 and it seems
that this statement definitely supports the theory of
Maria's unconvincing role.
Hemingway finally reveals Maria as completely submissive to Jordan's desires.
Brett, was not married.

1Eurnam,

.Q.12 •

Maria, like Catherine and

During Jordan and Maria's brief

.Q.ll,., pp . 21-22.

2Marshall, .212. ill-, p . 609.
3lJ21g..

4wyrick,

.Qll. ,ill., p.

22.

stay toget~er, her very existence was to satisfy him.
Here again, Hemingway it seems, almost as an unconscious
resentment of the dominant females in his personal life,
presents the opposite point of view, a character who is
unbelievably submissive.

Pilar suggests that they rest

between camp sites.

Maria says, "If Roberto (Jordan)
says we should go, I think we should go." 1 Maria's sub-

missiveness is further revealed as she tells Jordan, "If

I am to be thy woman, I ~hould please thee 1n all ways." 2
Later she says to Jordan, "But understand always that I
will do what you wish."3

The preceding statements seem

to indicate, as Bardacke says, "complete subm1ss1veness. 1 4
Phillip Young further supports the idea of complete submissiveness by asserting that Maria is submissive and
devoted beyond ored1b1lity and to the extinction of her
own character.

He adds that she exists for her lover

alone, and has no function in all life or the world but to
serve him (Jord.an).5 Hemingway's treatment of Maria as
submissive, additionally, supports the idea of negativism
toward females •
1 Hemingway, _sm. ,ill., p. 98.
2

ll2.19i. ,

p.

160 •

3~ . , p. 349.
~eodore Bardacke, "Hemingway's Women," Ernest
Hemingwa;y:--~ Hsm ~ His Work, ed. John K. M. ' Mccaffery
(New York: The World Publishing Company, 1950), p. 342.
5young, .212. su.t_., p. 81.
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In this chapter, the writer has shown that Pilar
and Maria in F o r ~ ~ ~ Tolls represent Hemi?le,CYWay•s
negative treatment of the female.

Pilar was negatively

portrayed as a female who exhibits objectionable mascul.ine
characteristics, and Maria is revealed as a sexual convenience, unconvincing, and submissive as additional support that Hemingway's treatment of the female character 1s
negative.

SUMMARY
In this study the writer has shown that Hemingway's
treatment of female characters was peculiar.

It seems

that Hemingway's women characters can be divided into two
classes, the feminine ones and the unfeminine ones.
Hemingway's feminine ones are perfectly satisfied with submission to their man; consequently, they usually have
little depth of character.

The unfeminine women have seem-

ingly lost the essential qualities of a woman; they are
usually unhappy and cannot be satisfied by one man.

In-

variably it seems that the women whom Hemingway creates
are punished in some way--Maria is raped by the Fascists;
Pilar, all her life, has had sadness at intervals; Catherine
dies in the agony of the still-birth of her child; Brett is
unhappy and spends most of her time drunk or in the arms of
various men.
This study of Hemingway's novels indicates that
Hemingway had a pre~ominately negative attitude toward
women.

His family background--his home life, his mother's

domination, and his wives• possessiveness and/or neglect
are all influences that tended to develop in him an attitude of resentment toward women that is reflected unfavorably in his novels.

What he has experienced and felt about

so
women gives shape to the tone of his treatment of females
in his writing.

To strike back at females, Hemingway por-

trayed all of his female characters negatively.

Hemingway's

women are characterized in extremes--either they are too
bad or too good to seem realistic.
For a thorough understanding of Hemingway's negativism toward females, one has to resort to the study of
his novels in which some of his best kno\'al female characters appear.
in ~

-.§!m

Brett Ashley is the major female character

lli.Q Ris~§.

She was deliberately cast as

fickle, incontinent, irreligious, and destructive as the
medium through which Hemingway revealed his resentment
toward women.

In~ Farewell 1Q Am§., the second novel used in
this ~tudy, Hemingway again chose one major female character, Catherine Barkley.

Though she was a different type

of woman from Brett, she also possesses traits that Hemingway develops as strongly negative.

She was cast as sub-

missive, irreligious, amoral, jealous, and destructive.
For !illgm .:tM

~

Tolls, the final novel used in

this study, portrays two females, Pilar and Maria.

Pilar

1s portrayed as a female whose masculine characteristics
predominated negatively.

She was domineering, overly ag-

gressive, and the leader of a guerilla band during the
Spanish Civil War.

The other female, Maria, was negative-

ly portrayed as unconvincing, submissive, and as a sexual
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convenience.
It is evident that Hemingway treated the female
characters 1n his novels negatively.
biographers affirm this fact.

His critics and

From this research, one

also arrives at the possible reasons for Hemingway's de- .
velopment o~ his negative attitude toward women and concludes that, to Hemingway, woman was either an obstacle
or a temptation that could possibly become a dangerous
element in a man's world.

It is for this reason that

Hemingway developed a negative attitude toward women and
reflected this attitude in his works.
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